
Learning how to use 
digital platforms

Sponsorship

More than 50% of marketers found that 
learning new technology platforms for 
online events was a challenge.1 

Over one third found it difficult to integrate 
sponsors into an online program.1  

“With digital, there are no 1:1 networking opportunities. It’s also harder to maintain 
dedicated focus with other things going on in my own digital environment.”1    

“We're in the process of attempting to turn an event to virtual. The interesting thing is how many 
ways there are to skin a cat when it comes to virtual event platforms, solutions, and tactics. It's a 
bit overwhelming.”1   

“Sponsorship is harder when vendors don’t get face time.”1   

Engaging audiences  
Two thirds of those hosting digital 
experiences find engaging audiences 
is the biggest challenge.1

In mid-April 2020, Freeman surveyed 200+ marketers to learn how they think 
marketing events, sponsorships, and promotions will change post COVID-19. 

Here’s what we learned as it relates to the adoption of digital, validated by 
external research and supplemented with perspectives and considerations
for event professionals.  

Freeman Perspectives: 

COVID-19 and
Digital Experiences 

Topline
63% of marketers are 
currently hosting digital 
experiences.1  

The Freeman Perspective 
As more brands compete for people’s limited attention, the ones that stand out have started 
to think of their digital experiences not just as an apples-to-apples translation of their 
physical event, but rather as a digital broadcast production. 

With content overload and brain-power burnout, why not shake things up and try something 
different when it comes to digital? Some ideas include:

When it comes to sponsors, integrate them thoughtfully.   

As we shared in our Events after COVID-19 infographic, 52 percent of marketers will 
plan to have a digital component to all events moving forward. Take the time now to 
get digital right, and it will pay dividends long into the future.

Hosting shorter, interactive meetings with community and networking focus

“Ask me anything” formats with thought leaders or round tables with small vendors

Incorporating chat, polls, or other interactive elements to maintain audience attention

Considering non-traditional options like hosting on LinkedIn or Instagram

Using online tools that help integrate calendaring, scheduling meetings, and more to keep your 
program top of mind with attendees

Remember, sponsors that contribute to content become more sticky.

Consider attendee matchmaking, gamification, or other interactive options for sponsors.

If budget allows, add surprise and delight by tapping sponsors to deliver swag, meals, gifts, etc.

Always remember the golden rule of sponsorship: the activation must be true to the brand’s mission 
and contribute to the audience’s experience.

SOME IDEAS INCLUDE:
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63%

Length of attention spans 
under stress, with most 
people able to retain only 
three main ideas.3

Preferred length for 
content presentation, in 
any format, under normal 
circumstances.2
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Technology & connectivity issues

Too many distractions

Lack of networking

Content adaptation for digital

Little to no interaction

This includes:

Lack of corporate support
or restrictions on technology

Fully remote teams (including 
executives) getting up to 
speed and confident 

Behind-the-scenes logistic 
challenges during live sessions, 
including lack of secure video 
conferencing platforms 

OR LESS12

Common challenges include:
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